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Google Chrome is the most used web browser in the world, according to Stat Counter, but google chrome's best extensions can make the experience even better. After all, Chrome now offers fast performance, a clean interface, and easy mobile sync. But good extensions can offer even more. Which extensions should be part of your
Chrome experience? To help you arrange all choices, we've selected the best Chrome extensions to try out right now. Extensions that can help the best Chromebooks be even better. Just keep in mind that extensions can slow down your browser, so make sure you stick to what you think will be most useful. Some extensions may be
ethically dubious or even malicious, but Chrome offers new restrictions for extension developers that should help mitigate this problem. Here's a closer look at the best Google Chrome extensions we've looked at. CrxMouse Gestures (Image Capture: CRXmouse)CrxMouse Gestures adds useful mouse gestures to help with web
navigation, with mouse shortcuts to open and close new tabs, navigate back or forth in tab history and copy links or text. This is a convenient addition to Chrome that speeds up very small and general navigational tasks. Download CrxMouse Gestures (Image credit: FlowCrypt) FlowCrypt bolts of PGP encryption to Gmail's operation by
adding a secure compilation button that allows you to send encrypted emails and attachments from the Gmail web application. Users can save encrypted drafts, generate a new public key to encrypt or decrypt messages, and even create password encrypted emails for users who are not installed FlowCrypt. Print Friendly &amp;amp; PDF
(Image credit: Print Friendly)Print Friendly &amp;amp; PDF is a Chrome extension designed to automatically remove ads, navigation buttons, and other unwanted websites when you print a webpage or article, saving you paper and ink. Users can selectively remove images, reduce or increase text size and email options, or save the
printout to a linked PDF file by filling in the URLs for the original content. Download print Friendly &amp;pdfAdBlocker Ultimate(Image Credit: AdBlocker Ultimate)AdBlocker Ultimate is a free open source ad blocker that makes much of the fact that it is not benefiting from corporate sponsors or marketing. As a result, no list of allowed ads
will be obtained or resolved. The add-on removes ads such as banner ads, videos, and pop-ups while blocking various online tracking tools. Users have the on option to turn on. AdBlocker UltimateChecker Plus for Gmail(Photo Credit: Jason Sávar)Checker Plus for Gmail keeps your Gmail messages in easy range, with your inbox and
new received messages just one click to omnibar. You can view your messages without having to leave your current page to start a Gmail tab, and you can mark a message as read, delete, or send it to the archive. You can also start Gmail Gmail more detailed actions. The add-on can be set up to display notifications on the desktop even
when the Chrome window isn't open, and can be set up to monitor multiple Gmail accounts. Download checker Plus for GmailThe choice of clutter(Photo Credit: Suspender Labs) Chrome can be a memory pig, and saving many tabs can quickly drain your computer's memory. The large spiralizer comes to the rescue by monitoring your
open tabs and automatically (or manually) unloading tabs that haven't been used for a while from memory, while retaining the tab title and tab bar favicon. Users can then quickly reload the tab by clicking on the screen, providing the best of both worlds: ease the load on the machine's memory while keeping the tab within easy access.
Download Great SuspenderPablo(Image Credit: Buffer.com)Pablo is a free app designed to help you quickly push artful, social media-friendly subtitles images that you can add to social media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+ and Twitter. Designed by the same minds behind the social media dashboard buffer, Pablo allows you to
quickly highlight text snippets and select images from local or online sources, which you can then customize with fonts, effects, and formatting to match the social media platform of your choice. Papier(Photo Credit: GetPapier.com)Papier turns the New Tab page into a handy, Chrome-based notebook for quick rabid ideas, which are then
saved locally on your browser without the need to mess with accounts, logins or sync. Papier is a simple tool with some bare-bones formatting, but it comes in pretty handy if you don't want to go through the trouble of switching between Chrome and a special notebook or word processing app. Screencastify (Image Credit:
Screencastify)Screencastify works as a browser-based tool for skinting your browser window or tab, allowing you to easily create recordings (supplemented with microphone narration, browser audio, and even webcam view). Annotation tools allow you to point the mouse cursor, as well as draw with a pen or highlight mouse clicks. Once
you're done recording, it automatically transfers to your Google Drive account with a sharing link, or you can upload your video directly to YouTube. The free level of this best Google Chrome extension limits videos to 10 minutes with a limit of 50 videos per month and a watermark; Annual subscription for $29 allows unlimited video
duration, video editing and advanced export options. Wikiwand(Image Credit: Wikiwand)Wikiwand transforms an unauthorized Wikipedia interface that can be used something with a more visual impact. Extensions combine clean, readable text columns with an integrated side menu offering content, an improved multimedia gallery, and
other useful quality of life features that make reading through the world's largest multi-source encyclopedia slightly less than a chorus. Session Buddy (Image credit: Session Buddy)Rather does not focus on features and granular tab tab Buddy Session joins our list of the best Google Chrome extensions, emphasizing the simple
management of your open tabs. This extension can quickly start previous saved sessions again or restore your open tabs after a crash. In addition to the chronologically sorted session, users can rename previous sessions and sort tabs into convenient groups for easy local restart. Search features allow you to find what you're looking for
in open or saved tabs, and export features allow you to spit out links in email, document, or post-friendly formats. Switcher(Image Credit: Google)Switcher user-Agent allows you to quickly swap the user string on the go so that you can consult the identity of your browser. This can serve as a solution for archaic sites that require specific
browsers (hello Netscape or Internet Explorer), while allowing you to quickly swap between desktop and mobile views on a particular website. Even better, you can also set Switcher user-Agent to always spoof specific URLs to save time on sites you visit frequently. Download User-Agent SwitcherPrivacy Badgery (Image Credit:
EFF.org)The Electronic End Foundation's privacy extension was born out of concerns about the business models of some privacy tools and ad blockers. Badger privacy features are similar to extensions like AdBlock Plus (on which it's based) and Ghostery, following the various tracking tools that advertisers and other third parties can use
to track your online activities and selectively block them from running, with built-in learning algorithms that adapt to the sites you visit, and any new tracking tools found. While not explicitly an ad blocker, PrivacyBulfest also blocks some ads, depending on how aggressively your ads track you on websites. Signal Private Messenger (Image
credit: Open Whisper Systems)Open Whisper System Signal Private Messenger has long been favored by privacy advocates who are looking for a secure and encrypted instant messaging chat app, and now, Signal is available as one of the best extensions in Google Chrome. The Signal Private Messenger add-on allows you to connect
using the existing phone number and address book without separate logins, usernames, or PIN. It also allows you to send group, text, and picture messages with the confidence of free end-to-end encryption. Download Alert Private MessengerMailTag (Credit Picture: MailTag)MailTag provides a series of free, useful modifications to the
stock Gmail web experience, including email tracking, to find out when the recipient has opened your message (complete with desktops in real time) and an e-mail schedule so that you can send your messages at the appropriate times (ideal for communicating with multiple zones). MailTag is supported by ads and comes with a
watermark. The premium level removes ads and watermarks while providing advanced ping sequences that allow you to automate the email tracking process. Lebillab (image credit: image: than optimizing your browser, like many of the other best Google Chrome extensions here, get used to optimizing your online browsing habits. An
open source project from Stanford HCI, HabitLab deploys a series of interface interventions in your browser to try to reduce the time it wastes on Facebook, Youtube and other potential sinking products. The extension can prompt you to play a long video, hide your news feed, or display a map showing time spent in a particular time or
service. Users can set daily goals for maximum time spent on the site before interventions begin, as well as monitor the time spent and saved. Blur's Service functions as a password manager, anonymous email and credit card disguised are all sharpened into one handy package in the Chrome extension. Users can create and store strong
passwords, and the service syncs your passwords on desktops and iOS devices for easy use. Blur also includes blocking trackers for various web trackers. Premium users of the service can also take advantage of anonymized credit cards to mask their online purchases. Better Story (Image Credit: Qasim)The Better Story extension
increases the built-in functionality of the Chrome History tab by increasing the traditional vertical timeline with a horizontal calendar to easily jump on certain dates and even times. Advanced search tools allow you to search the term history for terms in a page title, domain, or on the page itself. OneNote Web Cliper (Image Credit:
Microsoft) Microsoft OneNote is a great tool for workplace productivity, especially when combined with the rest of the Office suite. The OneNote Web Clip extension for Chrome allows users to quickly crop all or part of a webpage for easy reference and editing in OneNote synced across all your devices. A web trimming tool is a tool that
can trim ads and clutter, correct fonts, highlight text, or capture selected images or videos that you can then refer to the OneNote app. Download OneNote Web ClipperMercury Reader(Image credit: Postlight)Legibility may be gone, but that doesn't mean you can no longer get clean and easily readable versions of your favorite web pages,
articles, and news. Mercury Reader removes surrounding clutter, formatting, and advertising for a clean, easily readable view of your comfort, while also sharing social features and the Send to Kindle feature. (Photo credit: Unforten.link) Connection shortening is a convenience online, making it easy to deal with non-app URLs. They are
also a bit of a security risk, as a shortened connection can take you, knows where. Unshorten.link is a Chrome extension that takes you to between pages when you click on an abbreviated link, showing the URL to which the short link tool redirects you, as well as alerting you to any known related malware and tracking cookies. Any.do
(Image credit: Any.do)Any.do is one of our favorite lists of different work platforms and the Chrome add-on is one of the best extensions available for Google Chrome. Any.do allows you to seamlessly sync your tasks and lists with and from your mobile devices and your desktop. Users can create new lists and reminders, easily organize
with a drag-and-drop interface, add notes, share tasks, etc., everything from your browser and synced on all your devices. OneTab(Image credit: OneTab)OneTab quickly compresses all open tabs into one page tab with links to all web pages you have opened, allowing you to exhaust all tabs in your browser while allowing you to return to
them for easy reference immediately afterwards. Users can then restore the tabs one by one or all at once. Users can also easily export their tabs to a LIST of URLs or a web page for easy sharing. HoverZoom+(Photo Credit: Oleg Anashkin)The original HoverZoom extension is a useful add-on that automatically enlarges the photo when
you mouse over them, but has been eventually removed from the Chrome Store due to privacy concerns. Hold Zoom+ offers much the same functionality, only without worries about spyware. The new add-on can increase images and videos, and users can set display delays, shortcuts, and site lists if there are sites you don't want to use,
Increase cursor. Quote This For Me: Web Citer(Image Credit: Cite This for Me)Correctly attributing online articles and research can be a pain for students and writers. Cite This for me comes to the rescue with a browser extension that allows you to quickly create a properly formatted website quote for APA, Chicago, MLA and Harvard
citation styles that you can easily save or copy to the Clipboard for use in your documents. Download Cite This For Me: Web CiterStylish(Image Credit: Stylish)Stylish allows you to customize the appearance of various websites and web applications using CSS, allowing you to apply custom themes, changing the color scheme of the site to
make it easier on the eyes, or even just tweaking fonts and animations. Featuring a broad community of users with themes for everything from Facebook to Gmail, Reddit, and more, Stylish allows you to quickly apply community-created themes to your favorite sites, or even create and contribute your own to other users to apply.
Colorblind - Dalton for Chrome(Image Credit: colorblind.tech)Up to 1 in 10 people may have some form of color blindness, which can be difficult to perceive certain colors in photos, or the website's user interface. Colorblind - Dalton plugin for Chrome can provide tests for the most common forms of color blindness and can dynamically
adjust color settings browser to help you visualize colors in photos or websites that may be difficult to view the user, which makes a significant improvement in user accessibility. Download Colorblind - Dalton for ChromeCamilizer(Photo credit: Camilla Camilla) Online shoppers will want to check out Camelizer, an unobtrusive add-on that
ranks among the best Extensions of Google Chrome Chrome information about product price history for products displayed on Amazon, Best Buy and Newegg. In addition to reviewing pricing trends for an item, users can also sign up for price drop alerts via email or Twitter.Honey(Photo Credit: Honey)Tired of tracking and saving coupon
codes and discounts? Honey can then only be the Chrome extension for you. Honey automatically finds and tests coupon codes for more than 100 online stores in the US, Canada and the UK. Just go for your shopping as usual, and when paying, press the Find Savings button to have honey tracks and try to apply coupon codes. Heavy
online shoppers will save time and money with this useful supplement. AdBlock Plus (Image Credit: AdBlock Plus)AdBlock Plus (ABP) is among the most popular ad blockers online. ABP has a quick setup, loads preset filter lists that allow users to quickly block most ads, as well as the option to filter malware and social media buttons.
Users can select additional blocked lists as well as set custom filters or whitelists. AdBlock Plus allows what it calls unobtrusive advertising through filters that some users can insert, although this can be disabled in settings. Keep in mind that many ad blockers don't block all ads, and that most websites – including this – depend on these
ads to pay the bills. Google Translate is now an excellent web service for translating text snippets into and out of languages, adding this best Google Chrome extension to your browser allows you to translate entire pages with a toolbar button. The extension automatically detects whether the site you're on uses a different language than
your standard Chrome, and can offer to translate it automatically. Users can also easily translate snippets of text, as well as listen to the correct pronunciation of translated words and phrases. Download Google TranslateIntant Dictionary(Image credit: GoodWordGuide.com)Instant dictionary allows you to quickly search for word or phrase
definitions by double-clicking a word or clicking the extension button next to omnibar, eliminating the need to write in a separate section. If the extension can't provide a definition, it offers Google search as a quick second option. Download Instant DictionaryGhostery (Image Credit: Ghostery) Ghostery is a free browser privacy extension
that allows users to quickly and easily detect and block web trackers designed to mark your movements on the Internet. In addition, Ghostery allows you to search for more information about companies and websites using these tracking methods. The extension also provides privacy policies and opt-out options. LastPass(Image Credit:
LastPass) LastPass is an online password manager and form filling out designed to reduce the headache of managing multiple user accounts and passwords, making your browsing easier and more secure. LastPass also includes the ability to and export passwords from basic password storage services such as RoboForm, 1Password
and KeePass, as well as Chrome, Firefox and IE embedded password managers. Best of all, cross-platform and device syncing is now available for free to all users, making LastPass very much even on the free line. Web trust (Image Credit: Web trust) Web trust is a browser add-on that is used to attract users who get on the list of the
best Extensions of Google Chrome from rating websites with symbol color based on site reliability, seller reliability, privacy and child safety. While any reliable internet security and antivirus package can protect you against malware, web of trust gives you an extra layer of protection, allowing you to gauge connection reliability based on the
experience of other users around the world. Save in Pocket (Image Credit: Pocket)Save to Pocket allows you to save articles, web pages, photos and videos for reading or viewing pleasure. It then syncs everything on many devices, such as your smartphone or tablet. There is also a mobile app to view saved desktop content.
Click&amp;Clean is a handy program that allows you to keep your privacy surfing by wiping traces of your online traffic on your local system. This includes the ability to scrub browsing history and cookies, as well as discarding the cache of temporary files. While most of these activities can now be done within Chrome settings and
preferences, Click&amp;clean puts all these features in one place, helping you keep hard disk swells to a minimum while reducing the risk of malware. This extension is great for privacy awareness or for those who share a machine. Great screenshot (Image credit: Awesome Screenshot)A must-have for every force surfer, Awesome
Screenshot provides the tools that make capturing and annotating parts of web pages dead easily. Screenshots captured can be saved directly to the user's computer or uploaded to awesomescreenshot.com for easy sharing. Save entire Web pages with ease and save images even over the old 2MB limit. This Chrome extension even lets
you record your screen for the screencast - useful for useful troubleshooting. Download Awesome ScreenshotTinEye Back Image Search(Image Credit: TinEye)Similar to Google Image Search, TinEye finds other versions of the selected image. Find out where else an image was used, or find higher-resolution versions. The simple reverse
image search is just one click away, best extension for Google Chrome. HTTPS Everywhere (Image Credit: EFF.org)HTTPS Everywhere is an extension for Firefox and Chrome produced as part of a collaboration between the Tor Project and the Electronic Frontier Foundation. HTTPS Everywhere helps encrypt your online browsing and
communications by rewriting HTTP connection requests to HTTPS when they are within a whitelist of sites that support HTTPS. Download HTTPS anywhere anywhere
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